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VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

• Custom stamped wire core

• Square eye shape

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

Smooth and luxurious to the touch, the Bassett has 

the feel of fine craftsmanship and attention to detail. 

The temple core wire with its stamped-coined pattern, 

features the signature Seraphin Fleur-de-lis mark. 

This unique layered design upholds the fine tradition 

and touch of handmade eyewear. We love this super 

wearable modified square shape and the custom 

acetate color combinations that makes this a modern 

classic. 

Size

A 49 | B 38 | ED 50 | DBL 18 | TMPL 145

Colors

• BLND - Vintage Blonde

• BRICK - Vintage Brick

• GRYHRN - Vintage Grey Horn

• HVNCRY - Havana Crystal

B A S S E T T



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

• Keyhole bridge

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

Feel the rich polishing on the edges of the temple and 

see the mark of fine craftsmanship with the custom 

metal hinge and end-piece.  There is nothing like the 

made-in-Japan quality. We especially love the beautiful 

Mazzucchelli acetates that combine amazing colors 

together with understated elegance. All this together 

with a very refined round eye shape and a modern thin 

profile definitely takes vintage to a new level. 

Size

A 50 | B 40 | ED 51 | DBL 20 | TMPL 145

Colors

• CAFE - Cafe Au Lait

• CAPPU - Cappuccino Chip

• NAVY - Navy Chip

B A Y A R D



VTO AVAILABLEB R U N S W I C K

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

• Singature casting hinge

• Keyhole bridge

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

This may be the most perfectly drawn round shape that 

fits many faces. The keyhole bridge and metal accents 

on the keyhole supplies the right measure of vintage 

inspired craftsmanship and unisex styling.

Size

A 50 | B 39 | ED 53 | DBL 18 | TMPL 145

Colors

• 8265 - STRATUS CLOUD/TORTOISE

• 8266 -TAUPE GREY FADE

• 8943  - MARINE FADE

• 8012 - HAVANA TORTOISE - Spring 2022 Color Add



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• Custom metal core wire with stamped Fleur de Lis 

pattern

• Modified upswept  P3 shape

• OBE ISS Locking Screws

• Keyhole bridge

Materials

• Premium hand laminated acetates

Philosophy

Experience the layers of rich elegance as the sheer 

materials reveal the craftsmanship  and level of design 

mastery.  The custom temple corewire has the Fleur de 

Lis pattern stamped in the metal to emulate the coined 

detail on a vintage frame. The hand laminated tortoise 

section at the brow grounds the sheer acetates in a 

way that celebrates the modern trend of transparency, 

with a nod toward layered expression.

Size

A 51 | B 45 | ED 58 | DBL 19 | TMPL 140

Colors

• 8605 - Grey Crystal/Tokyo Tortoise

• 8606 - Blush/Tortoise

• 8222 - Coffee/Turq Spot Tortoise - Spring 2022 

Color Add

C L I F T O N



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

• Keyhole bridge

• Square eye shape

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

Danforth is the sibling of the Stauder with its much 

loved metal-acetate combination construction. 

This is sure to be a winner this season in your shop.  

The perfect harmony of the two materials blending 

together to form the curve of the bridge and the flow 

of the eye-rim is a seamless dance and interplay of 

artistry. The Mazzucchelli handmade acetates arrive 

in an assortment of incredible colors in gradient and 

solids that demonstrate the commanding eye of Italian 

artisanship, the way they conceive these beautiful 

colors for the frames.

Size

A 49 | B 38 | ED 50 | DBL 20 | TMPL 143

Colors

• BLUBRN - Blue Brown Tortoise

• SKY - Sky Haze

• SUEDE - Suede Haze

• TKYTORT - Tokyo Tortoise/Black

D A N F O R T H



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

Behind faces of artists who create great music or 

actors who play in pivotal roles, we are reminded of the 

cool factor that a nice oversize pair of acetate frames 

imbues on the scene. We wanted to take this magic 

and bring it up to date with a new shape and colors 

that take the Dresden to a place where accolades 

will follow and fans will fawn. This will be your favorite 

frame that keeps them looking, for all the right reasons.

Size

A 52 | B 41 | ED 53 | DBL 20 | TMPL 140

Colors

• BLDBLND - Bloodstone Blonde

• BLKHRN - Black Horn

• GRYBLU - Grey Blue Horizon

• OLIVE - Olive Horizon

D R E S D E N



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

We took a best-selling shape and gave it a kick with 

the slight upsweep at the outer edges. The shape 

amplifies your optimism and shows the world you 

mean business as a tastemaker. The hand-made 

acetates layer the various colors together in seamless 

harmony. We especially love the Rose Plum color that 

illuminates the artisan quality of the Italian sourced 

LAES acetate.  This will be your favorite everyday frame 

with the attention to style and detail that radiates. 

Size

A 53 | B 39 | ED 54 | DBL 17 | TMPL 142

Colors

• AQUTORT - Aqua Tortoise

• CRLTORT - Coral Tortoise

• ROSPLM - Rose Plum

F A I R V I E W



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screw

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

Revel in the elegant detailing of the custom hinge 

and temple end cap combination that dresses the 

style up with a tasteful touch. This is a shape that fits 

many faces and the inspired selection of rich acetates 

demonstrates the mastery of the artist’s eye that 

combines the colors together in an incredible interplay. 

Feel the superior quality of the workmanship as you 

glide your hand over the material and feel the frames 

expertly polished edges offer a fit and feel like no other 

eyewear out there. These frames are so classy and so 

comfortable you’ll never want to take them off. 

Size

A 53 | B 40 | ED 54 | DBL 18 | TMPL 145

Colors

• BLKHRN - Black Horn

• CAPP - Cappuccino

• HVNTORT - Havana Tortoise

• TEALHRN - Teal Horn

G R E G O R Y



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE ISS Locking Screw

• Keyhole Bridge

Materials

• Stainless Steel

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

The thinner acetate profiles are quite popular and we 

know why that is for sure. The light-weight construction 

creates comfort that is unsurpassed. We use the most 

modern cutting techniques to create this lightness, but 

ensure extreme strength and durability. We know you 

will want to keep this style in your wardrobe for some 

time because you are an early adapter. The timeless 

elegance of the design will resonate, especially with 

the refined detailing of the custom end-piece and 

hinge design in metal that is cast to work seamlessly 

with the acetate sculpting.

Size

A 53 | B 40 | ED 54 | DBL 17 | TMPL 143

Colors

• BLNDTORT - Blonde Tortoise

• KHAKISMK - Khaki Smoke

• SUEDE - Suede Tortoise

H A L L



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE ISS Locking Screw

• Keyhole Bridge

Materials

• Stainless Steel

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

The thinner acetate profiles are quite popular and we 

know why that is for sure. The light-weight construction 

creates comfort that is unsurpassed. We use the most 

modern cutting techniques to create this lightness, but 

ensure extreme strength and durability. We know you 

will want to keep this style in your wardrobe for some 

time because you are an early adapter. The timeless 

elegance of the design will resonate, especially with 

the refined detailing of the custom end-piece and 

hinge design in metal that is cast to work seamlessly 

with the acetate sculpting.

Size

A 53 | B 40 | ED 54 | DBL 17 | TMPL 143

Colors

• BLNDTORT - Blonde Tortoise

• KHAKISMK - Khaki Smoke

• SUEDE - Suede Tortoise

H A N S E N



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screw

• Custom stamping

Materials

• Premium metal

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

The elegance and attention to detail confirms the 

timelessness and refinement of the design. Nearly 

every component is customized, from the stamped 

coined edge eye-rim to the same treatment on the 

bridge and temples that feature a fresh take on the  

signature Seraphin Fleur de Lis emblem. The eye-

shape is a marvel of balance and simplicity as the 

acetate and metal plays harmoniously together. We 

especially love the made-in-Japan quality and the 

superior hand of the product. 

Size

A 46 | B 37 | ED 47 | DBL 20 | TMPL 140

Colors

• BLUSKY - Blue Sky Horn

• BRLTORT - Burled Walnut Tortoise

H A R T F O R D



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screw

• Custom stamping

Materials

• Premium metal

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

A quintessential vintage vibe, the Hartford Grand 

goes one size up from the Hartford.  It opens up the 

fit options with the expanded sizing. The custom eye-

rim and temples are stamped with a unique coined 

pattern incorporating the Fleur de Lis design.  The 

extra headspace afforded by the curved end-piece 

makes this an incredibly comfortable fitting frame 

for a roomier fit patient with an average to small PD 

measurement.

Size

A 49 | B 36 | ED 50 | DBL 20 | TMPL 145

Colors

• HAVANAGLD - Havana Gold

• NIGHT - Night Spot Tortoise

H A R T F O R D  G R A N D



VTO AVAILABLEH A R T L E Y

Features

• Slimmer profile

• Saddle bridge

• Signature gold hinge accent

• Iconic fleur-de-lis emblem

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

Emerging into the Seraphin collection, the Hartley is 

a charming upswept shape with a lighter, more petite 

feel. Available in new hues and several stunning mosaic 

color ways made of handcrafted acetate, the smooth 

edges give an air of refined sophistication.

Size

A 52 | B 38 | ED 57 | DBL 16 | TMPL 140

Colors

• 8805 - Blush

• 8251 - Blush Mosaic

• 8252 - Midnight Mosaic

• 8253 - Slate Blue Mosaic

• 8152 - Clove Tortoise - Spring 2022 Color Add

• 8261 - Moonstone - Spring 2022 Color Add

• 8965 - Amethyst Tortoise - Spring 2022 Color Add



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screw

• Soft keyhole bridge

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

We expanded on our best selling shape themes with 

an easy-to-wear round shape that is a bit roomier, but 

keeps the “B” measurement in check. The result is a 

style that looks great on so many faces and the profile 

is uplifting and flattering. The soft keyhole bridge 

design is not too assertive, but hints at trends without 

being trendy. The elegant metal detail on the temple 

adds texture and interest to the surface and calls out 

the attention to detailing through subtle gestures. 

Experience the refinements of a perfect shape, paired 

with hand made acetates that exude good taste.

Size

A 50 | B 40 | ED 52 | DBL 16 | TMPL 145

Colors

• BLUETORT - Blue/Tortoise

• GREYHRN - Grey Horn

• OCNTORT - Ocean Tortoise

• TKYHZ - Tokyo Haze

H A G U E



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screw

• Cat eye shape

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

When being tastefully  flashy and romantic with 

your eyewear is the goal, Hazleton is just the right 

measure of style and visual appeal. We especially love 

the hand-laminated colors in the brow-line and the 

temples which demonstrates focused craftsmanship 

and adventurous design. The pops of rich milky colors 

ground the tortoise materials and add a lively and 

original twist. The upswept shape brings it all home and 

harmoniously ties the gestures together. It’s a perfect 

play on classic materials and shapes, paired with new 

colors to brighten things up a bit. 

Size

A 54 | B 37 | ED 55 | DBL 17 | TMPL 143

Colors

• BLUSH - Blush Tortoise

• LILTORT - Lilac Tortoise

• REDHAV - Red Havana

• TKYCRM - Tokyo Cream

H A Z E L T O N



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screw

• Cat eye shape

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

What a perfect name for a shape that is so timeless 

and glamorous. There is nothing like a cat shape, drawn 

with meticulous insight, creating curves that put you in 

front of the crowd as a shining standout in an ode to 

old Hollywood. We were inspired by vintage shapes 

but went ahead and thinned down the front and top 

profiles to modernize the direction. The metal décor 

and endpieces seamless flow into the hinge, creating 

hardware that is the mark of fine craftsmanship, like 

timeless accessories. The varied color assortment 

means there is a look for every personality.  

Size

A 53 | B 38 | ED 54 | DBL 16 | TMPL 140

Colors

• BLKHRN - Black Horn

• CHRYALMD - Cherry Almond Tortoise

• NVYTLTORT - Navy Teal Tortoise

• TAUPGRY - Taupe Grey Fade

H O L L Y W O O D



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screw

• Custom stamping

• Round eye shape

Materials

• Premium metal

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

See the branded mark of distinction and refinement 

as the metal temples are stamped with the original 

Seraphin Fleur de Lis pattern and vintage diamond 

shapes. These add a rich texture and coined effect to 

the touch. This combined with the hand-polished block 

acetate front, in rich layers of color, reflects an elegant 

mastery of color technique and design. The round eye 

shape looks smart on many faces. The fit and feel is 

sublime with the perfectly subtle keyhole bridge and 

the metal endpieces tying the two materials together 

in harmony. 

Size

A 48 | B 44 | ED 49 | DBL 21 | TMPL 140

Colors

• EMRLD - Emerald

• GRYGLD - Grey/Gold Gradient

• HAVANA - Havana

• NVYHRN - Navy Horn

H O O V E R



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screw

• Adjustable Nose Pads

Materials

• Premium metal

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

When you want to update your patient and impart 

class and refinement, the Howell is your go-to. The 

nylor semi-rimless construction is lightweight and 

compliments the face. The custom coined pattern on 

the bridge gives that extra detailing for the discerning 

individuals. Wear this style with confidence because 

you will look spot on at any occasion—from casual 

weekender to dressed up professional. The two toned 

finishes impart a rich vocabulary of colors. 

Size

A 54 | B 42 | ED 55 | DBL 19 | TMPL 147

Colors

• BLKGLD - Black/Gold

• NVYSIL - Navy/Silver

H O W E L L



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screw

Materials

• Premium acetate

• Premium metal

 

Philosophy

Square shapes are all the rage this season, as are thinner 

profile acetates. The Janalyn with the combination of a 

metal temple and endpiece, flowing into the handmade 

acetate front, embraces what is new, but delivers it 

with timeless refinement. We love how comfortable the 

meticulously polished edges and perfectly balanced 

weight of the materials assures superior comfort and 

wearability. Go ahead, look your best. 

Size

A 53 | B 41 | ED 54 | DBL 17 | TMPL 140

Colors

• BLSHRN - Blush Horn

• GRYTORT - Grey Tortoise

• NVYTORT - Navy Tortoise

J A N A L Y N



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

• Adjustable nose pads

Materials

• Titanium

 

Philosophy

The made-in-Japan quality is a standout with extreme 

attention to detail. We especially like the mix of antique 

colors in complementary hues that update the vintage 

inspired styling. The coined detail adds a timeless 

texture to the temple. 

Size

A 48 | B 43 | ED 49 | DBL 19 | TMPL 145

Colors

• 8047 - Black/Antique Gold

• 8597 - Navy/Silver

• 8013 - Olive/Gunmetal - Spring 2022 Color Add

J O N Q U I L



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE ISS locking screw

• Saddle bridge

• 3 barrel hinge

Materials

• Handmade premium acetate

 

Philosophy

When you want to make a statement but look 

understated, Killarney is just that style.  The European 

sourced components and acetates are hand 

selected and polished for the ultimate expression of 

craftsmanship.  We appreciate the quiet upsweep at 

the corner of the brow that keeps things classy, but still 

a bit sassy. A custom cast metal hinge pairs seamlessly 

with the beautiful color palette. 

Size

A 52 | B 42 | ED 53 | DBL 16 | TMPL 140

Colors

• 8708 - Navy Tortoise

• 8715 - Amethyst Rose

• 8734 - Dusk Crystal

• 8040 - Red Gold Tortoise - Spring 2022 Color Add

K I L A R N E Y



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screw

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

The Lantana’s sister, the Darcy, is such a beauty. 

we wanted to stretch the width and reduce the B 

measurement to make a roomier fit for those superstars 

with even bigger smiles. Every detail is attended to, 

from the custom temple core wire with a custom 

coined edge pattern to the geometric edges adding  

personality and flair to the style. We cut the acetate a 

bit flatter with less beveling to give a fashion forward 

face.  People will definitely stop you and ask where you 

got your glasses.  Looking sharp and illuminating your 

personality is going to be your “M. O.” this season. 

Size

A 54 | B 39 | ED 55 | DBL 14 | TMPL 143

Colors

• BLSHRN - Blush Horn

• GREY - Grey Crunch

• NVYTL - Navy Teal Crunch

• SUNHRN - Sunset Horn

L A N T A N A



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screw

• Keyhole bridge

• Working rivet hinge

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

When you want to look right everyday and demand 

style and comfort combined, look no further. The Loch 

is the perfect shape that fits and feels like a trusted 

friend. The selection of hand=made acetates gives 

you color choices to get it exactly right. We wanted 

materials that felt new and like something you don’t 

see on every frame. The uniqueness of pattern and the 

layers and mix of colors, definitely defines the originality 

of this model. The hinges and metal hardware imbues 

the style with a sense of craftsmanship and custom 

detailing. 

Size

A 48 | B 40 | ED 49 | DBL 21 | TMPL 145

Colors

• NVYTKY - Navy/Tokyo

• OLVTORT - Olive/Tortoise

• REDTORT - Red/Tortoise

L O C H



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screw

• Keyhole bridge

• Working rivet hinge

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

It’s sibling, the Danbury paved the way for this second 

iteration of the shape, but one size bigger. Now more 

faces can sport this look and the expanded color 

choices mean there are even more possibilities 

abounding. All the qualities that made its sibling, the 

Danbury, such a success in the family are bestowed 

on the Maybury. It has the same luxurious hand to the 

material and the custom hardware defines its elegant 

mission. This style is definitely going to be a winner.

Size

A 50 | B 38 | ED 51 | DBL 21 | TMPL 145

Colors

• MOSSHRN - Moss Horn

• NAVYHRN - Navy Horn

• TABACHRN - Tabac Horn

M A Y B U R Y



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• Cat eye silhouette

• Saddle bridge

• Iconic fleur-de-lis emblem

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

The Savannah is an utterly compelling piece as a cat 

eye silhouette flawlessly dances with its bold structure. 

Hues of black, tortoise, pink granite and blue quartz 

valiantly set the tone as the Savannah emerges into 

the Seraphin collection with ease.

Size

A 51 | B 41 | ED 58 | DBL 18 | TMPL 140

Colors

• 8530 - Tortoise

• 8761 - Pink Granite

• 8824 - Blue Quartz

• 8523 - Black

• 8500 - Chateau Grey

S A V A N N A H



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• Combination metal and acetate styling

• Best-selling round shape

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

Materials

• Featuring Mazzucchelli Italian acetate

• Signature Seraphin hinge accent

 

Philosophy

An incredibly unique piece, this frame pulls from the 

spirit and feel of vintage and updates it in a modern, 

innovative way. The subtle combination between 

the metal bridge and the acetate is a contemporary 

approach that gestures to vintage love. There is a 

harmonious integration between the keyhole, metal 

bridge that seamlessly blends into acetate, creating 

an innovative style rarely seen in eyewear. The acetate 

portion of the frame’s layers color and sheer to provide 

a gradient texture.

Size

A 46 | B 41 | ED 47 | DBL 21 | TMPL 140

Colors

• 8000 - Teal Fade

• 8001 - Brown Blue Tortoise

• 8794 - Brown Fade

• 8020 - Dark Teal Tortoise - Spring 2022 Color Add

S T A U D E R



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• Unisex silhouette

• Rounded vintage hinge piece

• Working rivets

• Keyhole bridge

• Protective case included

• OBE screws

• Three-barrel hinges

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

The Warwick by Seraphin has been cut, shaped, and 

polished by hand with the most exacting standards in 

the optical industry. This timeless model is made from 

premium acetate in ageless fades and two-tone color 

options. Its signature Seraphin silver hinge and working 

rivets invoke classic—but vogue—styling. The keyhole 

bridge, popular among scholars and fashion aficionados 

alike, is a smart addition. Seraphin’s unforgettable fleur-

de-lis emblem, embossed into the tips of steel-core 

temples, complete this staple pair.

Size

A 51 | B 37 | ED 54 | DBL 17 | TMPL 145

Colors

• 8054 - Stratus Cloud Fade

• 8055 - Cedar Fade

• 8056 - Fireball Fade

• 8059 - Tortoise Evergreen

• 8068 - Manhattan Blue/Tortoise

• 8178 - Desert Canyon

• 8954 - Abalone Horn - Spring 2022 Color Add

• 8955 - Amethyst Horn - Spring 2022 Color Add

W A R W I C K
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